
Issues & Programs – October through December, 2019 (4rd Quarter)

Regular Programming

The WRSU News department airs daily newscasts weekdays during the 

school year at the following times:

 Monday thru Thursday on the morning show “RU Awake?” at 8:30, 9:00 

and 9:30 am

 Tuesday thru Friday at noon

 Monday thru Thursday at 10 pm

During the semester, University, local, state, national and international events 

are covered, with a particular focus on Rutgers-related news.  News also covers 

any crime alerts and urgent public safety messages issued by the Rutgers 

University Police Department.  

Among the specific issues and stories covered by WRSU News this quarter:

 October 1: Ghanaian President Akufo-Addo visits Rutgers. During his visit, 

he spoke about overcoming adversity in Africa. Rutgers Football picks 

Nunzio Campanile as its new head coach. Campanile is expected to be 

coaching for the remainder of the season. Rutgers New Brunswick 

Chancellor Christopher Malloy names Rebecca Mark as the new director of 

the Institute for Women’s Leadership. She will start January 1st. The Rutgers 



School of Dental Medicine gets over $11 million in federal grants. The 

school plans on using this to explore opioid substitutes.

 October 2:  Rutgers partners with Barnes and Nobles to implement a pilot 

program for reduced cost textbooks. The program, First Day, is meant to 

serve as financial aid for textbooks. Rutgers President Robert Barchi creates 

a task force to develop a climate action plan. The responsibilities for the task 

force include pursuing net-zero carbon emissions at Rutgers.

 October 3:  Faulty at the Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences is in a 

long-term contract negotiation for administrators. The American Association 

of University Professors and Biomedical and Health Sciences of New Jersey, 

seeks salary increases and benefits that other Rutgers unions received. Elliot 

Lewandowski reports on RU partnership with RWJ Barnabas Health, and 

what it means going forward for both institutions.  Also, DEVCO breaks 

ground on the Hub @ New Brunswick Station.  The plan is to build it on the 

empty lot across the street from the New Brunswick Train Station.

 October 4: Rutgers Students react to a proposed state ban on vaping.  

WRSU News Reporter Priya Ahmed went out on the streets and talked to 

students about their opinions of vaping being banned. Rutgers Students 

express mixed opinions on college tuition. Some claim it’s a big burden on 

their lives with the added fees that come with it, while others say they don’t 

worry about it because their parents pay.

 October 7:  Rutgers- Newark professor Audrey Trushke under pressure 

after she made remarks scrutinizing a popular form of Hindu nationalism 

known as Hindutva.  Trushke made the remarks during a protest with the 

Coalition Against Fascism outside the United Nations Building in New York 

City. RU President Robert Barchi announces Rutgers is communicating with 

the University Climate Change Coalition aka the UC3. The UC3 is an 



organization of universities committed to carbon neutrality and carbon 

resiliency.

 October 8:  Hannah Varkey reports on the Rutgers Advanced Brain Imaging 

Research Center hiring a new director. David A. Zald will begin work in this 

new role in May 2020. Caleb Kuberiet reports on Rutgers Athletics hosting 

an Opioid Town Hall.  The “Knock Out Opioid Abuse” town hall comprised 

of a panel of those with a personal story of combating the opioid epidemic. 

Speakers include NJ Attorney General Gurbir Grewal and Former NFL 

Player Ray Lucas along with others.

 October 9: Hannah Varkey reports on a Rutgers study that finds heart valve 

infections are on the rise in New Jersey hospitals.  The study was conducted 

between 2004 and 2015.  Mallory Milhisler reports on a Rutgers-led study 

using new artificial intelligence method to gain insight on Crohn’s Disease. 

As part of the study, AI was used to examine the genetic signature of 111 

people with Crohn’s disease.

 October 10:  Sean Sobel reports on a Rutgers-Newark faulty member being 

investigated for sexual assault. Nabil Adam is accused of multiple acts with 

the most recent one involving a graduate student whom he had an 18 month 

relationship with. Kailyn McBride reports on Rutgers students reacting to 

New Jersey leaving marijuana legalization to voters. The New Jersey State 

Legislature passes a resolution that puts the question of legalizing marijuana 

on the ballot in 2020.

 October 14: Rutgers adopts a new scheduling system called Course Atlas. 

The purpose of the software is to ensure every student graduates on time by 

making schedule much easier and more efficient. The Alliance for Justice 

and Accountability comes out in support of Rutgers- Newark professor 

Audrey Truschke who recently made comments scrutinizing Hindutva. The 



group sent RU President Robert Barchi thanking him and the University for 

its support of Truschke. University President Barchi encourages students to 

vote in this year’s state and local elections. In an email to the Rutgers 

Community, he provides information on what elections are happening as 

well as how to register to vote. Gloria Steinem Chair in Media, Culture, and 

Feminist Studies Naomi Klein hosts a climate town hall. During the town 

hall, she discussed the need to improve care work as the environment 

undergoes damaging effects.

 October 15:  Larissa Brulato reports on a Rutgers Professor putting out a 

study that finds women who experience intimate partner violence are more 

likely to have relationship barriers. RU’s School of Social Work Associate 

Professor Lenna Nepomnyaschy published the study in the journal, Violence 

Against Women. Hannah Varkey reports on Songs of Survivors which was 

an event featuring male accounts of sexual assault. The Violence Prevention 

and Victim Assistance Office at Rutgers has this event to allow all stories to 

be told in a creative way including poems and songs.

 October 16:  Rutgers School of Biomedical and Biological Sciences 

dedicates a tree to a former professor. The tree dedicated to Dr. Louis M. 

Vasvary is located outside of Blake Hall on the Cook Campus.  Mallory 

Milhisler reports on a Rutgers study about Safe Bike riding. The study finds 

parents and experts don’t see eye to eye on safe cycling routes for kids.

 October 17:  Rutgers manages and buys computers for discounted prices. 

The RU Office of Information of Technology has a computer purchase 

standardization program that provides vender quotes for different 

specifications. A Rutgers Professor creates a course to research 

extraterrestrial life. Geomicrobiology and Geochemistry Professor Nathan 

Lee teaches a class that analyzes the essential question of whether there is 



life on other planets. Connor Cullinane reports on Rutgers students voicing 

their opinions on the state of campus wifi.  Some say the Wifi is getting 

worse while others claim they see no issues at all. Kailyn McBride reports 

Rutgers offers assistance to undocumented students facing uncertain legal 

status. The Rutgers Immigrant Community Assistance Project is in charge of 

helping determine what benefits these students are eligible for as well as 

what resources they have available to them.

 October 21:  Elaina Francis reports on Rutgers pharmacy sorority hosts a 

Breast Cancer Awareness event. Lambda Kappa Sigma put together a panel 

that addressed prevention of Breast Cancer as well as treatment methods. A 

Rutgers Study discovers bipartisan support for Sex Education in schools. 

Out of 1,000 who identify as either democrats or Republicans, a large 

majority say Sex Education should be taught in schools and that the 

Government should fund teenage pregnancy prevention programs.

 October 22: Rutgers narrows in on a suspect accused of illegal sexual 

contact in a dormitory.  Rutgers Police identified the suspect as a 17 year old 

from South Brunswick. The teen is accused of making unwanted sexual 

advances on a resident of the Quads on the Livingston Campus while she 

was sleeping. Rutgers rings in Homecoming with the annual Bed Races 

down Sicard Street. The goal of the event is for student organizations to 

raise money for a wide variety of charities.

 October 23:  Rutgers ranks as a top school for Goldman Sachs recruitment.  

Goldman Sachs visited Rutgers a total of 9 times this year. Elliot 

Lewandowski reports on Rutgers Students reacting to the transition between 

learning management systems to canvas. Earlier in the month, it was 

announced that all classes, students, and faulty will need to switch over to 

the learning software, Canvas, for instructional purposes as it is set to 



become the University standard. Other systems used by the University 

include Moodle, Blackboard and the widely used, Sakai.

 October 24: The Campus Tree Lobster is set to be honored outside Scott 

hall on the College Avenue Campus at Rutgers. Lord Snips was placed in 

the tree by an unknown source after the annual King Neptune night at 

Brower Dining Hall on the College Avenue Campus. A Rutgers student 

passes away, according to a University-wide email. School of Arts and 

Sciences Senior Kaitlin Perran Güner studied sociology and psychology. 

Mallory Milhisler reports on a Rutgers study that finds mindfulness methods 

may reduce opioid cravings. The study shows patients who received 

mindfulness and methadone therapy training-based intervention were one 

point three times better at controlling their cravings and great improvement 

in pain.

 October 28: Religious buildings around campus have been vandalized with 

pink spray paint saying “Incest Baby”. This was seen at the College Avenue 

Community Church as well as Muslim and Jewish organization buildings. 

The Rutgers University Police Department has designated this as a hate 

crime. Rutgers President Robert Barchi announces the University’s 

commitment to the equity payment program agreed upon by the Rutgers 

American Association of University Professors and American Federation of 

Teachers also known as the AAUP-AFT, according to an email given to The 

Daily Targum. The program grants faulty the ability to receive equity 

payments to increase their pay if they are found to merit the same salary as 

another member of the faulty. Kailyn McBride reports on a Rutgers Study 

finding ethnically diverse mothers and children in poverty are at a risk for 

developing sleep problems. The findings conclude that stress, excessive 

screen time and noise outside the home are all factors that play into sleep 



problems for these communities. Connor Cullinane reports on Rutgers 

announcing the start date of new changes to course registration. The changes 

are set to take effect come fall of 2020 but they will begin to be implemented 

in terms of scheduling starting in the spring.

 October 29: The Rutgers University Student Assembly set to vote on two 

bills, both dealing with major issues in the Rutgers community. The first 

would call on the Community Oriented Review Board to allow student input 

in hiring officers for the Rutgers Police Department while the second entails 

mandating consistent documentation of the Assembly’s meal swipes for 

charity program. The Rutgers New Jersey Medical School Trauma and 

Surgical Critical Care Chief set to be the next President of the American 

Association for the Surgery of Trauma. Dr. David Livingston will take office 

on October 2021. Larissa Brulato reports on University President Robert 

Barchi announcing plans to renovate the center of the College Avenue 

Campus. Rutgers Rocket Laboratories launches its first mini rocket into 

space. This is significant as it’s the first college organization to do so.

 October 31: A new report by a Rutgers Professor finds New Jersey’s risk to 

tidal flooding has doubled since 1980, and will continue to increase going 

forward. Earth and Planetary Sciences Professor Robert Kopp says the 

approximate 6-inch rise in sea-level since 1980 has increased the number of 

homes at risk of flooding by about 110%. Rutgers will receive a $4 million 

award over the span of four years to accelerate the development of 

biomedical technologies. The University was selected as 1 of 5 new hubs 

under the NIH Research Evaluation and Commercialization Hubs to receive 

this award. News Director Joey Bloch reports on Rutgers Softball head 

coach Kristen Butler and Volunteer Assistant Coach Marcus Smith being 

accused of Physical and Emotional Abuse. The coaches are alleged to have 



forced players to continue practicing despite being hurt as well as reportedly 

having scholarships taken away if they didn’t follow their instructions. 

University President Robert Barchi announced an investigation into the 

allegations. In his statement announcing the investigation, he said it’s being 

launched out of caution and won’t tolerate any mistreatment of athletes.

 November 4: Rutgers Students were sent malicious emails on Halloween 

supposedly originating from University Access and Disability Resources 

Associate Vice President Bill Welsh. The emails requested private 

information in exchange for financial grants. Rutgers Athletics Director Pat 

Hobbs begins interviewing candidates to fill the head football coach 

position, according to the Daily Targum. He recently interviewed candidates 

such as former Tennessee head coach Butch Jones for the job. Joey Bloch 

reports on A Rutgers student getting robbed in the Livingston Apartments. 

The student says he was physically assaulted by two unidentified males at a 

social gathering where they grabbed a personal item from him. Elliott 

Lewandowski reports on a Rutgers Professor finding that red algae can 

thrive despite having lost a chunk of genes. Debashish Bhattacharaya co-

authored the study that made this conclusion and was published in the 

National Communications Journal.

 November 5: Rutgers President Robert Barchi urges students to vote in 

today’s elections. In an email, Barchi says election matter regardless of 

whether they are on the state or national level. Joey Bloch reports on Rutgers 

hiring a law firm to investigate the Softball team abuse allegations. 

Lowenstein Sandler will look into allegations that Rutgers Softball players 

were verbally and physically abused during the 2018-19 season as well as 

how the Athletics department handled the accusations.



 November 6: Connor Cullinane reports on the results of the New Jersey 17th 

District State Assembly Race. Democratic incumbents Assemblymen Joe 

Danielson and Joseph Egan beat their Republican challengers, Patricia 

Badovinac and Maria Conception Powell. Egan earns 36% of the vote while 

Danielson gets 35% and their Republicans rivals each receive 14%. Melina 

Zevallos reports on the Rutgers AAUP-AFT raising concerns about Course 

Atlas. The union says they want a legal commitment to “block off” times on 

their schedules for responsibilities outside the classroom. They claim the 

efficiency of the course scheduling software, Course Atlas, is not all it’s 

cracked up to be and are even going as far as to question its functionality.

 November 7: Rutgers celebrates 150 years of College Football. In honor of 

this anniversary, DEVCO and the City Of New Brunswick donated a plaque 

to commemorate the first game Rutgers played against Princeton University 

that will hang in front of the College Avenue Gym. New Brunswick and 

Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital plan to hold an active shooter 

drill. The exercise will take place on Saturday and is not expected to affect 

normal operations. The Student Osteopathic Medical Association gets 

approved to be a club, marking the return of the pre-med organization which 

shut down several years ago. Pre-SOMA President Bartosz says there’s a 

need for the club as Rutgers does not offer an Osteopathic-specific program 

of study. Jon Varghese reports on a new off campus housing option offering 

leasers tax breaks. The Standard won’t require tenants to pay taxes until 

2050. Two Rutgers Professors have co-signed a Climate Emergency Report. 

RU’s Bloustein Planning and Public Policy professor Michael Lahr and 

Rutgers Newark Professor Emirita, Judith Weis have signed the report which 

claims human activity is causing rising atmospheric and oceanic 

temperatures.



 November 11: The Rutgers Chapter of the American Association of 

University Professors and American Federation of Teachers meet to 

renounce Course Atlas. The Rutgers AAUP-AFT agrees unanimously to 

pass a resolution to delay Course Atlas until faculty is guaranteed an 

agreement with the university. A Rutgers study explains how to create 

sustainable neurosurgery programs in poor, remote locations. The study says 

by recruiting and training young, local doctors, low and middle-income 

countries in remote locations with limited access to care can create 

unsustainable neurosurgical programs, according to Rutgers Today. Kailyn 

McBride reports on RU’s Douglass Residential College to host mothers who 

lost children to gun violence and police brutality. The mothers of Trayvon 

Martin, Michael Brown, Eric Gardner, Oscar Grant and Sean Bell are slated 

to speak at the event. Hannah Varkey reports on A Rutgers Computer 

Science Distinguished Professor speaking at the New Jersey Autism Center 

for Excellence Emerging Technology Symposium. Dimitris Metaxas spoke 

along with Rutgers Newark Professor Silvia Ortiz- Mantilla.

 November 12: Five Hong Kongers speak at an on-campus event detailing 

their roles in the recent protests on the island. The discussion included the 

origins of the protests, police brutality and their demands for change. A 

Rutgers Professor retires amid a sexual harassment investigation. Political 

Science Professor Stephen Bronner is accused of a sexual harassment by a 

graduate student two decades ago. Hannah Varkey reports on A Rutgers 

Professor defending her views on extremist Hindu ideologies. Rutgers 

Newark South Asian Professor Audrey Trushke says there’s not much 

evidence that these ideologies have moved very far from fascism. Connor 

Cullinane reports on the annual Latin Gala held by Sociedad Estudiantil 

Dominicana. The banquet took place at Trayes Hall in the Douglass Student 



Center and celebrates Dominican culture and music. The event raises money 

that go towards CENIFE, The Happy Childhood Center, in the Dominican 

Republic.

 November 13: A Rutgers Alumnus makes murals for rapper Meek Mill. 

Artist Jimmy Glossback has decorated a North Philly basketball court 

sponsored by Meek Mill along with creating mural for Google’s New York 

headquarters and made works for a GAP incorporated commercial.

 November 14: A Rutgers Distinguished Geography Professor finds record 

low temperatures in New Brunswick. Distinguished Geography Professor 

David Robinson says the city had its lowest temperatures recorded since 

1896. Rutgers wins ‘greatest growth’ in the Big Ten Voting Challenge. The 

University has been awarded “Greatest Growth in Student Voter Turnout” in 

the BTVC for its increase in student voter registration over the past four 

years. Mallory Milhisler reports on Rutgers Engineers Embedding high 

performance electrical circuits inside 3D-printed plastics. Mechanical and 

Aerospace Engineering assistant professor, Rajiv Malhotra says this 

innovation could lead to better drones, satellites and biomedical devices. 

Melina Zevallos reports on A Rutgers Physics Professor getting the Young 

Investigators Research Program Award from the Air Force Office of 

Scientific Research. Jedediah Pixley was awarded for his entry of 

“Emulating Twistronics and Beyond with Ultra-Cold Atoms which builds on 

another discovery made last year by proposing ways to expand upon it. The 

initial discovery made was twisting two sheets of graphene, a 

semiconductor, can create, a material that conducts electricity with no 

resistance called a superconductor.

 November 15: Melina Zevallos reports on a program at Rutgers Newark 

designed to help minority students afford college expiring. If Congress 



doesn’t approve additional funding by September 2020, Senator Cory 

Booker says this could prevent students from attending school. Priya Ahmed 

reports on ROTC students balancing their coursework and training. Senior 

IT Major JC says it was hard at first getting adjusted but by his senior, now 

has it all figured out.

 November 18: State Fish and Wildlife officials locate a coyote’s den just a 

day after someone was attacked by one of the animals near Rutgers. Police 

say a coyote ran from the woods and attacked someone near Hospital Road 

on the Livingston campus in Piscataway. Jon Varghese reports on Rutgers’ 

Robert Wood Johnson Hospital stagnating in their safety rating. The 

Leapfrog group has issued a B-grade for the hospital which puts patients at a 

35% higher risk of dying from preventable issues. Larissa Brulato reports 

the AAUP-BHS of New Jersey releasing an advertisement urging Rutgers to 

establish parental leave for RBHS faulty. The RU School of Biological and 

Health Sciences has been repeatedly called on to provide the same employee 

family benefits as the other schools within the University. New Jersey 

Citizen Action and New Jersey Time to Care Coalition employee Yarrow 

Willman-Cole who is featured in the ad says paid parental leave is 

imperative for improving the health of a family overall.

 November 19: Rutgers Police investigate a second coyote attack on the 

Livingston Campus. A coyote bit the victim’s left pant leg while he was 

walking along Road 3 around Suttons lane. A Rutgers Professor wins the 

Disney+ Dream Job Challenge. Psychiatry Professor Anthony Tobia was 

selected as one of five winners of the contest run by Reviews.org for his new 

curriculum, Addicted to Disney. Kailyn McBride reports on Rutgers Military 

veterans applying lessons from the service to their careers in the medical 

profession. Student Veterans at Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical 



School are sharing different lessons of teamwork in hopes of bringing a 

change in the health care system. Hannah Varkey reports on Rutgers 

Researchers making successful neurosurgery possible in the depths of the 

Brazilian Amazon. A Rutgers study has presented this in remote areas of 

low- and middle- come countries.

 November 20: A team of Rutgers researchers searches for the remains of 

Chinese immigrants in the basement of a church. The immigrants reportedly 

worked on the Trans-Continental Railroad but returned to Belleville due to 

its Chinese community. A Rutgers-led study finds heavy drinking may cause 

long term genetic change. The genes affected include one; dealing with the 

human body’s biological clock and the other pertains to the stress-response 

system.

 November 21: Jon Varghese reports on Rutgers making advancements in 

stem cell treatment research. Rutgers research has developed better 

biosensor technology that could lead to safer stem cell therapies for 

neurological disorders. An aggressive coyote on the Livingston campus at 

Rutgers is being euthanized once it is in a safe area to do so. The Rutgers 

Police Department positioned themselves in attempt to move the coyote 

away from campus last night.

 November 22: Chancellor Molloy sends an email out about an off-campus 

bias incident. He says he is aware of a Rutgers Student’s involvement that 

occurred last Saturday at Syracuse University and will be looking into the 

matter further. Ryan Margolis reports on The Livingston Theatre Company 

putting on the show, “Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street”. 

Rutgers Students were cast for most of the roles and largely helped out on 

the crew.



 November 26: Joey Bloch reports on New Brunswick residents gathering to 

protest the possible sale of the Lincoln Annex School to Robert Wood 

Johnson University Hospital and DEVCO. The #SaveOurSchool Rally was 

organized by The Fifth and Sixth Ward Neighborhood Association and held 

this afternoon. Melina Zevallos reports on a new plant-based egg substitute 

being added to the menu at all Rutgers dining halls. JUST Egg has received 

positive feedback from students, including a positive Instagram post from 

the Rutgers Veg Society.

 December 2: Rutgers rehires Greg Schiano for a second time as head coach 

of the Football team. The deal was reported to be reached just hours after the 

team ended its season with a loss to Penn State and a breakdown in 

negotiations last week. Official approval will still be required from the 

Board of Governors who will vote on this Tomorrow at 10AM. The Rutgers 

Ecological Preserve reopens today after it was closed on November 14th 

following an incident with a coyote bite. The Coyote has since been 

euphonized. Rutgers canceled all classes and closed all offices on campus 

today in response to snowy weather. According to a University-wide email, 

classes will resume as normal after 5AM Tomorrow. Samiha Charles reports 

on the Rutgers Women and Gender Studies Department is in the works of 

creating a new program for next fall. The Feminist Practices for Social 

Change will be a five year track as a Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts 

degree.

 December 3: Rutgers reopens after closing due to extreme weather 

conditions. An email sent out from the university says all classes have 

resumed and offices are open as of early this morning. The Board of 

Governors vote to finalize the deal to bring Greg Schiano back as head 



coach of Rutgers Football. The Board voted to approve Schiano 

unanimously. The contract includes $32 million dollars for 8 years.

 December 4: The New Brunswick Faulty Council passes a resolution for 

Rutgers to dismiss Rutgers Athletics Director Pat Hobbs. The Daily Targum 

reports this is due to the poor performance of the football team as well as the 

Athletics Department’s failure to respond to abuse allegations against the 

softball coaches. Rutgers New Jersey Medical School Associate 

Microbiology Professor Neeraj Chauhan says an infection that has struck 

New Jersey, Candida auris, originated in Japan. Chauhan warns the fungus 

sticks to surfaces, such as skin, and spreads through contact with 

contaminated surfaces. Rutgers officially reintroduces Football Head Coach 

Greg Schiano Today. Among the attendees were Athletic Director Pat 

Hobbs, Rutgers President Robert Barchi, and New Jersey Governor Phil 

Murphy. At the press conference, Schiano explained that in order to achieve 

success for the Football team, the fans will need to be all in. Mallory 

Milhisler reports on the Rutgers Chair of Psychiatry explaining technology 

at the annual Urban Mental Health Conference. Psychiatry Chair Petros 

Levounis says technology addiction is similar to substance abuse disorders 

and other behavioral obsessions.

 December 6: Chris Tsakonas reports on a Rutgers research team 

discovering a way to increase electrical flow in semiconductors. The study 

they published in the journal, Advanced Science, finds slightly bent organic 

semiconductors could double their electrical flow and if implemented 

successfully, could help develop more solar panels and sensors.

 December 9: Hannah Varkey reports on The Rutgers Jewish Xperience 

celebrating Hanukkah with its annual party. Activities at the party included a 

Photo booth, raffles and lots of food to eat. Attendees were all very happy to 



be there and are thrilled that there is an event at Rutgers like this to celebrate 

the holiday.

 December 10: Three lawmakers have voted in the higher education 

committee against funds for the Special Care Treatment Center at the 

Rutgers School of Dental Medicine. The state lawmakers claim their 

reasoning for voting against funding was due to the University’s hiring of 

Rutgers Football Coach Greg Schiano. Connor Cullinane reports on the 

Eagleton Institute of Politics holding an alumni panel covering careers in 

politics, policy and public affairs. Panelists included Newark Alliance Vice 

President Jorge Santos, Girls for Gender Equity Director Ashley Sawyer, 

Vice President of the Trenton-based lobby firm Capital Impact Group Paul 

Crupi and CBS News Washington DC Deputy Bureau Chief Ward Sloane. 

Mallory Milhisler reports on the Rutgers Zimmerli Art Museum gets 

certified sensory inclusive. Zimmerli Art Museum has partnered with 

KultureCity to make all its programs and events sensory inclusive by 

medically training its staff on how to recognize visitors with sensory needs 

and how to handle a sensory overload situation.

 December 12: Jon Varghese reports on Jon Bon Jovi opening a new 

restaurant at Rutgers-Newark. The JBJ Soul Kitchen’s new location is meant 

to provide college students with an affordable and healthy meal. Food will 

be free at the restaurant but there will be suggested donations of $12 by cash, 

credit card or dinging blank. Those unable to donate are asked to help wash 

dishes or volunteer at the restaurant. Melina Zevallos reports on a NASA-

funded Rutgers program teaching kids about science. Researchers from The 

Rutgers Evolution of Nanomachines In Geospheres and Microbial Ancestors 

go to two New Brunswick to teach students from grades 4-8 about 

Astrobiology.



 December 13: Larissa Brulato reports on Rutgers Student Organizations 

raising awareness of on-campus hunger. Sigma Lambda Beta Tau Alpha 

gives back to the Rutgers community through their SLB food drive. They 

hold on campus raffles as an incentive for people to donate. RU Alumni call 

on the University to increase the transparency and independence of sexual 

harassment investigations. Two alumni involved with the organization, End 

Assault at Rutgers, says the University still needs to improve how it 

conducts sexual assault investigations at the Office of Employment Equity.

The News Department’s weekly public affairs show, “Knightbeat,” is heard 

each Wednesday from 10-11 pm during the school year, began the first week of the 

Fall semester.  It’s hosted by WRSU News Director Joey Bloch, as well as Caleb 

Kubereit.  Notable shows included:

 October 2 – In the opening segment (20 minutes), WRSU News Director 

Joey Bloch interviewed State Assembly Candidate Christian Onouha about 

his campaign and this year’s elections. He also touched upon key moments 

in the Governor Phil Murphy era and things happening in Washington D.C.  

The second segment featured Rutgers College Republican Chairman Robert 

Suriano and member of the Rutgers Democrats Tobi Omotoso to talk about 

the interview with Onouha, and how they felt about this year’s elections (20 

minutes).  The both of them provided for a balanced panel representing all 

sides of the political aisle. The final segment was a call-in segment where 

listeners shared their opinions about this year’s election (20 minutes). 

 October 9 – The first 20 minutes focused on Men’s Basketball Caoch and 

Director of Player of Development Greg Vetrone battle against Opioids. 

Joey Bloch spoke on the phone with him as he told listeners his personal 



story with his daughter battling opioid addiction. The second segment lasted 

the 20 minutes, and included a fifteen-minute interview with Executive 

Director of the Partnership for a Drug-Free New Jersey Angelo Valente.  It 

was followed by a discussion with WRSU Assistant News Director Caleb 

Kuberiet about the interviews as well as the recent Rutgers Athletics Knock 

Out Opioid Town Hall. Caleb discussed how the attendees were impacted by 

the speakers which included former NFL quarterback Ray Lucas, NJ 

Attorney General Grebir Grewal, and Director of Player Development Greg 

Vetrone among others. This lasted for the remainder of the show (20 

minutes).

 October 16 –First 20 minutes featured Rutgers University Student 

Assembly President Jhanvi Virani and RUSA Vice President Aneesh 

Deshpande. Joey Bloch and Caleb Kuberiet talked to them about what their 

student administration hopes to accomplish. For the next 20 minutes, we 

played a package by WRSU News Reporter Hannah Varkey on the campus 

event, Songs of Survivors showing support for survivors of sexual assault 

especially for men. Varkey joined them after for a short discussion.  The last 

20 minutes were spent on Virani and Deshpande joining Caleb and Joey 

along with Hannah Varkey to talk about what the student administration can 

do to prevent sexual violence.

 October 23 – Lauren Kaminskas, Founder and President of the RU Brady 

Campaign came on the show to talk about gun control, gun violence, and the 

current environment surrounding guns in America and Chairman of the 

Rutgers College Republicans Robert Suriano and Member of the Rutgers 

Democrats Tobi Omotoso spoke with us about what they thought of 

Kaminskas’ interview. Following a discussion came listener phone calls, 

many of whom seemed to have diverse opinions on guns and understood 



where all of the panelists were coming from. For calls, we had the panel and 

brought back Kaminskas.

 October 30- We started off with an interview with Vice President of 

CREATE Ariana Speight to talk about her organization. CREATE looks to 

empower underrepresented communities like the Black and Latinx 

community through the creation of art. Then, a package was played from 

Hannah Varkey who interviewed the new director at Rutgers Brain Health 

Institute, David A. Zald. Varkey joined us in-studio to discuss the new 

director and his research of the brain and mental health. Finally, we gave a 

preview of election night coverage that’s happening next week. We 

mentioned what WRSU News be covering, toss up districts, ballot questions, 

and what this election means this year.

 November 6- WRSU News Reporters Hannah Varkey and Connor 

Cullinane joined us the entire episode, discussed election night, and told us 

about the different campaigns they covered. Both of them were covering the 

election night for WRSU News live from the Joe Danielson campaign 

headquarters. We began the episode by playing sound bites from Eagleton’s 

Morning After event which was aired live on our station earlier that day and 

discussed the event. Then, our reporters talked about a few of the State 

Assembly races like the 16th and 17th districts. This included playing a 

sound bite from Assemblyman Joe Danielson’s passionate speech after his 

win. Lastly, we discussed the Somerset County Freeholder and Sheriff race 

which was one of the closest and most exciting races of the night. This 

included a sound bite from an election night interview conducted by Connor, 

Hannah, and Assistant News Director Ryan Margolis with Somerset County 

Democratic Freeholders Shanel Robinson and Sara Sooy.



 November 20- The first segment featured discussions on the Mothers of the 

Movement (20 minutes). The Mothers of the Movement was an event hosted 

by Douglass Residential College with the mothers of young African 

American men killed by police. WRSU News Reporter Kailyn McBride and 

Assistant News Director Caleb Kuberiet covered the event and talked about 

their experience attending the event. Then, we played an Election Day 

package put together by WRSU Broadcast Administrator Mike Pavlichko 

and his Broadcast News Writing students Julia Deguano and Melody Rivera. 

The package dove into why people choose to vote as well as why they 

decided to take a pass. Joey and Caleb discussed what this holds for next 

year’s elections as well as some forecasting of the results. Finally, they took 

callers from our audience so they could share their opinions on police 

brutality, social justice movements, and Election Day next year. 

 December 4- The first segment was an interview with Rutgers Medical 

School Psychiatry Professor Anthony Tobia who won the Disney+ Dream 

Job Challenge award from Reviews.org. By teaching a course called 

Addicted to Disney which discusses stigmas in Disney films, Tobia was 

granted $5,000 by the website (20 minutes). RU Entertained member and 

WRSU News Reporter Tommy Watters reacted to Tobia’s interview and 

gave his perspective on stigmas and stereotypes in Disney films (20 

minutes). For the remainder of the show (20 minutes), WRSU General 

Manager Justin Sontupe and Assistant WRSU Sports Director Jake Ostrove 

provided reaction on the return of Rutgers Football Head Coach Greg 

Schiano.  Schiano held a press conference earlier in the day officially 

reintroducing himself to the Rutgers fan base as head coach. WRSU covered 

this live on the air. We played sound bites from the presser and Justin and 

Jake gave their take on what they heard. The two mentioned how excited 



they were for the coach’s return who they say will get Rutgers fans 

energized once again. 

 December 11- For the start of the show, an interview was played conducted 

by Caleb Kuberiet with Brother Joe Donovan from the Brotherhood of 

Hope, run by the Rutgers Catholic Student Association. The interview 

touched upon the origins of Christmas and several holiday traditions. After it 

concluded, Caleb provided reaction to the interview. This last about 20 

minutes. For the next segment, a package by WRSU News Reporter Hannah 

Varkey was played about the Rutgers Jewish Xperience Hanukkah Party. 

After the package, Varkey joined us in-studio to discuss her experience at 

the event. This went on for 20 minutes. Finally, we had a special report by 

WRSU News Reporter Samiha Charles on the annual Kwanzaa Ball 

organized by the Black Douglas Student Congress. Afterwards, Hannah and 

Caleb returned to talk about it. This final part of the show lasted 20 minutes.

 December 18-  The show started off with Rutgers Political Science 

Professor Jo-leo Carney-Waterton joining the show over the phone to give 

his reaction to the impeachment of President Donald Trump (20 minutes). 

President Trump was impeached by the House of Representatives roughly an 

hour and half before the start of our show. After the interview with Carney-

Waterton, WRSU News Reporter and Founder of Meeting Point  RU Sachin 

Goradia and Member of RU Democrats Tobi Omotoso provided their 

thoughts on the historic event as well as Carney-Waterton’s perspective (20 

minutes). To end the show, we took calls from our audience to get their 

opinion on impeachment and their reactions to the panel’s thoughts and 

Carney-Waterton’s perspective (20 minutes).



WRSU also aired special broadcasts of key on-campus events.  On 

November 6th, from 9:30-11 am, WRSU aired “The Morning After: An Odd-

Year Election” presented by the Rutgers Eagleton Institute of Politics. The panel 

consisted of Former NJ State Senators Bernard F. Kenny, Jr. and Diane Allen, 

NJTV Correspondent Michael Hill, and NJ Spotlight Reporter and Editor at Large 

Colleen O’Dea. The panel was moderated by John Weingart, Associate Director of 

Eagleton Institute of Politics. The discussion reflected upon the results of the 

election held the previous day. Weingart posed questions to the panelists about 

what should be made of these election results. Bernard F. Kenny, Jr., a democrat, 

gave credit to the Republicans for picking up the sole senate seat in contest this 

year that was formally held by Rep. Jeff Van Drew. Colleen O’Dea said Democrats 

were in a weird position to pick up seats as the Governor’s party tends not to do 

well. Overall, they all talked about if “South Jersey Powerbroker” was a factor in 

the election which is referring to the big political names in that part of the state 

including Rep. Jeff Van Drew.

The Veterans Corner, hosted each Wednesday from 12:10 to 1 pm by 

Vietnam Marine veteran Don Buzney, serves the Central Jersey veterans 

community and beyond with information on issues important to them – such as 

healthcare, education, employment opportunities, and more.  The show is co-

hosted by Dennis Penny.  The show ran previously-aired episodes over the 

summer during studio renovation project, resuming live shows in August.  Among 

the weekly issues and topics covered on the show during this period:

Oct. 2 - Sailor Jerri, US Navy veteran: Up and coming vocalist; inspiration for “Hallelujah – 
The Veterans Version”; overwhelming audience reaction to this song; how she got her start in 
singing; emotions she feels when singing her songs; forty events performed  in 2018; Mandalay 
Bay Las Vegas performance kicking off 2019 performance schedule; filming first music video at 

https://www.fkrlaw.com/attorneys/bernard-f-kenny/
https://www.womenlegislators.org/board-of-directors/diane-allen/
https://www.njtvonline.org/news/uncategorized/michael-hill/
https://muckrack.com/colleenodea/bio


Oceana Naval Air Station for her original song, “I’m Going Anyway’; life lessons learned from 
her singing success; impact of Navy experience on her success.

Oct. 9 – Saul Bautista, Rutgers grad, U.S. veteran, medical doctor: How U.S. Army made it 
possible for him to pursue his dream of becoming a doctor; one of only 60 veterans from across 
the country selected as Tillman Foundation scholar; lifetime goal to build a healthcare system 
that empowers people to be stewards of their own health; how to foster a culture of health by 
addressing lifestyle changes and social factors; while at Rutgers NJ Medical School, founded the 
NJMS Lifestyle Interest Group where he oversaw the implementation of student fitness programs 
and community lifestyle medicine initiatives.

Oct. 16 – Frank Mezle, U.S. Coast Guard veteran – Tasks, history and mission of U.S. Coast 
Guard; daily rescue and drug interdiction activities; monitoring the transit of 2,500 commercial 
ships daily through U.S. ports; creation and purpose of the Hull Life Saving Museum; Joshua 
James considered the founder of the US Life Serving Service the forerunner of the modern day 
Coast Guard; by 1890, after nearly fifty years of dedicated service, he had saved over 450 
victims without a single loss of life.

Oct. 23 – Southwest Airlines - Sally Harbeson, Manager of Community Outreach, to discuss 
programs in support of America’s military and the veteran’s community; focus on employee 
outreach programs; veteran related non-profits that SWA partners with; initiatives to recruit 
veterans into the SWA workforce; co-founder Herb Kelleher and lessons in leadership; employee 
customer service incentive programs.

Oct. 30 – Congresswoman Mikie Sherrill on plaque dedication in honor of US Army Sgt. 
Michael Kirspel at Picatinny Arsenal; NJ Dept. of Military and Veterans Affairs: Dr. Mark 
Piterski (Brigadier General – NJ National Guard, retired); currently Asst. Commissioner for 
Veterans; administers veteran support services serving more than 300,000 veterans in New 
Jersey; Sean Van Lew, US Army veteran; supervises the management of the three veterans 
memorial homes (Paramus, Menlo Park, Vineland); discussed NJ Youth Challenge Academy, an 
alternative education program to reclaim the lives of at-risk youth, ages 16 to 18 years; reviewed 
programs and resources NJ DMVA provides for 25,800 women veterans;

Nov. 6 – Linden Elementary School # 2, Rachelle Crawley – Vice Principal, Frank Minitti, 
Technology Teacher, 5th Grade Students, Sophia Gonzalez and Piero Barrena; school 
motto, “My Tiger Roars” and life principles it espouses; School # 2,Veterans Day Tribute;  Live 
School program behavior expectations aligned with points system; attendance policy and 
positive incentives; technology program including computer coding; anti-bullying program; K-
Kids fruit and vegetable program and community involvement.

Nov. 13 – Brandon Holiday - Director Athletes ; With Disabilities Network – Northeast; 
former decorated police officer injured in the line duty resulting in loss of his left leg below the 
knee; how he overcame disability to go on to successfully compete in national and international 
competition; kayak instructor and member of the 2016 US National World Cup in Paracanoe; 
introduction to service dog Dyson and training regimen service dogs must undergo; life-saving 
change Dyson meant to Brandon; 2020 race schedule and challenges lying ahead; 
acknowledgement of sponsors and key role they played in Brandon’s success; how Brandon 
changed a 



life inhibiting limitation to a life – changing inspiration.

Nov. 20 – NJ Dept. of Military and Veterans Affairs (NJDMVA) : Dr. Mark Piterski 
(Brigadier General – NJ National Guard –Retired),Sean Van Lew – Director of Veteran’s 
Healthcare Services; Walter Nall, Director of Veteran’s Healthcare Services; Walter Nall – 
Director of Veteran’s Services. NJ-DMVA oversees the operations of the state’s three long-term 
care veteran’s homes and respite care program; statewide Veterans Service offices; programs and 
resources available for NJ’s female veterans entitlement programs and services; blind and 
catastrophic veteran pension entitlements; homeless veterans transitional housing program; state 
owned monuments and memorials.

Nov. 27 – Sailor Jerri – U.S. Navy veteran and up and coming vocalist and song writer; invited 
to 2019 Country Music Awards to appear with Reba McIntire on behalf of Crown Royal Purple 
Bag Project; how she became involved with the Crown Royal project and her connection with 
country artist Thomas Rhett; other Crown Royal initiatives in support of veterans and active duty 
military; what prompted her to learn how to play the guitar; her take on the seven songs played 
on today’s program; plans for 2020.

Dec. 4 – Theresa Trujillo, US Army veteran and Rutgers-Camden student; Eleanor Molloy, 
chairperson for “Wreathes Across America”; program opener a Pearl Harbor remembrance 
acknowledging 78th anniversary; Trujillo’s occupational and career progress in the Army; 
challenges confronting the veteran upon separation from the military; lessons learned from her 
experience in the Army; career goal after graduation; Eleanor Molloy on the “Wreathes Across 
America” mission and nation-wide event occurring on December 14.

Dec. 11- Jalal Latif, Muslim American, U. S. Navy veteran; Star Ledger article, “Ask Us 
Anything”, and “Meet A Muslim” street conversation events held on 9/11 and other days to 
increase understanding and tolerance of the Muslim religion; service by Muslim Americans in 
the U.S. Military dates back to the American Revolutionary War and continues to this day with 
approximately 6,000 Muslims serving in the U.S; military; discussion of Jalal Latif’s honorable 
service in the U.S. Navy; impact of events such as the shooting at the Pensacola Naval Base and 
the London Bridge stabbings and ways  Muslim-Americans can counter negative impressions of 
all Muslims as a result of tragic events such as these. 

Dec. 18 – Principal Atiya Perkins and William McManus Middle School, Linden, NJ: 
Nicole Marsh, 8th grade teacher; 8th grade students, Natalie Szuban and Yostin Campo; “Meaning 
of Education” essays written by Natalie and Justin; discussion of Positive Behavior Support in 
Schools” program; New Jersey academic standards; discussion of 21st Century Life and Careers 
Program; emphasis on self-reflection and seeking ways to improve the essential life and career 
practices that lead to success; importance of effective communication and collaboration skills 
and resources to interact with a global society.

Each week, WRSU’s Sunday Ethnic Programming features shows 

highlighting the news, music and cultures of Israel, Turkey, Pakistan, Greece, 

India, Hungary, Ireland and the African continent.  These shows cover issues of 

particular interest to their communities, often highlighting local events.  .



WRSU’s new weekly sports show debuted the first week of September, 

called “The WRSU Crew.”  The show airs Monday through Thursday from 6-8 

pm and Fridays from 4-6 pm.  It covers a wide variety of issues facing sports teams 

and the athletic department as a whole.  Extensive attention was given to the search 

for a new head coach, culminating with the hiring of Greg Schiano in December.  

Guests included beat writer James Kratch of NJ.com, Rutgers booster and alum 

Jon Newman, former Scarlet Knight quarterback Mike Teel, and former Scarlet 

Knight Eric LeGrand.  On Wednesday, December 4, the entire show was dedicated 

to the official hiring of Schiano, including audio from Schiano and Athletic 

Director Pat Hobbs.


